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Abstract 
Analytic linear theory of disturbances generated by an oscillating compact source in a viscous continuously stratified fluid 
was constructed. Exact solution of the emission internal waves was constructed taking into account diffusivity effects. Analy-
sis is based on set of fundamental equations of incompressible flows. The linearized problem of periodic flows in a continu-
ously stratified fluid, generated by an oscillating part of the inclined plane was solved by methods of singular perturbation 
theory. Source (rectangular or disc) oscillating linearly in a longitudinal and lateral direction. The solutions include regularly 
perturbed on dissipative component functions (internal waves) and singularly perturbed functions. Only one of the singular 
components of the flow has an analogue in the homogeneous fluid that is a periodic or Stokes’ flow. Its thickness is defined 
by a universal micro scale depending on kinematics viscosity coefficient and a buoyancy frequency with a factor depending 
on the wave slope. Other singular perturbed functions are specific for stratified flows and don’t have analogue in homogene-
ous fluid. Their thickness are defined the diffusion coefficient, kinematic viscosity and additional factor depending on geome-
try of the problem. We have shown that for real stratified fluid is necessary to consider influence of all dissipative factors 
(viscosity, stratification, diffusion). 
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It is well known that the atmosphere, lakes and oceans are examples of stratified systems. The density change 
is usually small, but it leads to some new phenomena, which are not present in a homogeneous environment 
(constant density). Among these phenomena are internal waves and the so-called ‘fine structure’, which mani-
fests itself by a thin interface, characterized by a steep density gradient, separating thicker and more nearly ho-
mogeneous layers. 
Traditionally, the governing equations are replaced by the lower order internal wave equation, the solution of 
which is written in Fourier series or integrals [1]. The important part of the theory is the investigation of internal 
wave generation problem, by using an arbitrarily moving and oscillating body, imbedded in a stratified inviscid 
or viscous fluid. 
Most of the previous theoretical and experimental results were obtained for two types of periodic internal 
wave generators: an oscillating or pulsating sphere, and a horizontal cylinder [2]. 
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Introducing the stretched oblate spheroidal system of co-ordinates, Sarma and Krishna [3] and Appleby and 
Crighton [4] separated the variables in equations and in exact boundary conditions, and have calculated the inter-
nal waves generated by an oscillating sphere in an inviscid, exponentially stratified liquid. Solutions become sin-
gular on the characteristics.  
In alternative treatments, the physical body is replaced by a combination of point force or by mass sources. 
Source parameters (intensity and geometrical location) are usually taken from the theory of inviscid fluids. That 
is why the accuracy of this approach is improved with decrease in the density gradient value. The spatial struc-
ture of the periodic internal wave beam calculated by this method correlates well with laboratory observations at 
large distances from the source. The wave amplitudes appear to have smaller values, and they are adjusted by us-
ing empirical coefficients, taken from experiments. So, the method of point sources, which is widely used in the 
internal wave theory, is not self-consistent and closed. 
In laboratory experiments, the transitional zone between the surface of an oscillating body and the internal 
wave beams is visualized. Theoretically, it is known that a boundary layer is formed on a moving solid surface in 
a viscous fluid [5]. 
Interruption of molecular flux results in the formation of a boundary current, induced by diffusion on a sloping 
impermeable surface, even when the stratified liquid is at rest. An exact solution of the initial value problem, de-
scribing formation of the diffusion induced current on an inclined plane, was obtained in [6]. Different scales of 
spatial variability of velocity and density characterize the transient boundary current. The small-time asymptotic 
solution for a density gradient induced current on a horizontal cylinder at rest was found by Baidulov and 
Chashechkin [7]. 
To take into accout boundary layers in theory periodical waves the method was developed by Kistovich and 
Chashechkin [8] and realased at the generating by first for solution of generation problem of 2D waves by 
ocsillating plane and then for the 3D waves a part of cylindrical surface. 
Theory 
Undisturbed linear profile of a density 0 z , which is defined by salinity S , is characterized by buoyancy 
scale 
1
0ln /d dz . The linearized system of stratified flow governing equations in the Boussinesq ap-
proximation has the form 
00 00 00P St
v v g , v zS
S S
t
, div 0v , 0 00 1
zz S , (1) 
where: S , P   and x y z(v , v , v )v  are salinity, density, pressure and velocity of the fluid,  is kinematics 
viscosity, S  is salt diffusion coefficient, g  is acceleration of the gravity force, directed opposite to Z axis, ze  
is unit ort. The boundary conditions are no-slip for velocity on the whole surface and attenuation of all distur-
bances at infinity 
0
v U , 
0\
0v , 0S S n  
We consider stationary periodical oscillation, because the time dependence of all quantities is exp i t , 
where the forcing frequency  is the constant 
To simplify calculations we introduce toroidal-poloidal decomposition z zv e e , 
where ,  are scalar functions and the system (1) is transformed into the next 
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where 2 2x y  and 
2
0g ln ( ) / /N d z dz g  is square buoyancy frequency. 
The operators of the equations consist of two factors. To the solution 0  of the first of equations (2) 
corresponds to zero vertical components of velocity, i.e. such motion can be described with the help poloidal 
parts of decomposition , therefore the operator  in this equation can be rejected. To the solution of the 
second equation in (2) describes an ideal motion of a fluid. However in the equation (1) is presented horizontal 
component of force of friction 2 20 ( / )zv , which is equal to zero only for motion of a kind 
, ( , )x y z x yv a b . Such movements cannot be excited by the source limited on the sizes. Therefore 
given solutions will not be considered.  
To simplify calculations we use four coordinate systems (see fig.1). The line of action of the gravity force de-
fines the laboratory reference frame , ,x y z . The local frame , ,  is associated with the emitting surface, 
which is obtained by rotating the frame , ,x y z  around the y  axis on the angle . Attached coordinate frame 
, ,q p  is connected with the emitted wave cone, where q  axis is directed along the wave rays. The frames 
are connected by relations 
cos sinx z , y , sin cosx z  
cosx r , siny r , z z  
sin cosp r z , cos sinq r z  
Solutions of are constructed in spectral form using Fourier transformation 
3
1
exp ( , )j j
j
i t A k k e dk dk , 4exp ( , )i t B k k e dk dk  
23
,
0
1
,
exp j j j
j l
w e A k k
S i t dk dk  
where expl le ik ik ik , 1, 2, 3, 4l , 
2
l l lC k A ,  
2
l S lw i  
2 2 2 2
j jw k k k , 
2 2 2
, cos sinj jw k k k  
and spectral coefficients , ,j jA B C  are defined by boundary conditions, wave numbers jk  are defined by roots 
of the dispersion equation of the eight order 
6 4 2 2 2 2 2 0S Sk i k k N k i k  (3) 
2 2 22k k k , 2 2 2k k k  
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Fig. 1. Basic coordinate systems 
The equation (3) is transformed into the quadratic equation if we neglect by dissipative coefficients. That 
means that the equation has two regular solutions 
0 12
1 1 11 ...Nk k k  
sin cos cos(0)
1
kk , 
4
4
sin cos cos1
1 2
tg kk i , N N  
where 
1Sc S , 
2 2sin sin , 2 2 2 2sin sink k  
and six singular solutions which are searched by standard perturbation method. This singular on viscosity and 
diffusivity roots describe boundary layer type component of flow. Two of them 
2
2 2
1 sin1
2sin
ik , 
2
3 3/2
1 1 sinsin
sin2 2 N
i ik  
are specific for a stratified fluid and have no analogues in a homogeneous fluid. 
The third component is similar to Stokes periodic boundary layer. Its thickness is defined by kinematic viscos-
ity and buoyancy frequency N : 2 / 2 / Nf N f  
4
1 ik  
Waves and boundary layers compose complete set of periodic flows in a continuously stratified fluid. In case 
of when effects of diffusion are small, that takes place for solutions of salts, there are small factors in terms with 
the highest derivatives and asymptotic methods can be used for analysis of the problem. At transition to 2D prob-
lems the received formulas are matched with knows solutions. There are two specific angles for emitting surface 
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slope that are horizontal plane 0  and critical angle when the plane coincides with wave cone ( ). 
In case 0  there is a full decomposition of diffusion boundary layers and Stockes layers. Roots 3k  and 4k  
become identical. 
The general solution for the velocity can be written as a sum, each term in the linear approximation by the root 
jk . This classification allows to select the members of characterizing each of the main structural components of 
a multi-scale flow pattern 
3
2
4
1
v cos sin cos sinj j j j
j
i Be dk dk A k k k k e dk dk  
3
4 4
1
v cos sin sin cosj j j
j
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3
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1
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j
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Where spectral coefficient are defined 
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2
1 , exp
4
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The components the forces acting at the surface is defined by stress tensor 
i ik kf n , 
v vi k
ik ik
k i
P
x x
 
The total force is 
, sin ,i i i
S S
F f x y dxdy f d d  
The components of the stress tensor are represented in the local coordinate system 
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The relationship between the velocity components can be arbitrary and includes cases of purely vertical or 
horizontal displacement of the radiator located on a sloping surface. By the linearity of the problem can be any 
arbitrary motion, as can be obtained as a superposition of solutions for the motion of the source and along the 
normal to the surface. 
1. Perturbations generated friction source rectangular with sides ,a b  oriented along the coordinate axis 
, , oscillating along O  with the velocity 0 / 2 / 2u a bu e  
0 0 1
1 23/2
sin cos sin sin cos sin , ,
42
w Nu abP G p q  
2. Perturbations generated piston source rectangular oscillating along an axis  normal to the plane 
0 / 2 / 2u a bu e  
0 0 4
2
sin 1e , ,
2
i
w u abP G p q  
3. Perturbations generated friction source disk with radius R , oscillating along O  
2
0 0
3
1sin cos sin sin cos sin , ,
4 22
w Nu RP G p q  
4. Perturbations generated piston source disk oscillating along an axis  
2
/40 0 1
4 2e sin , ,
w iu RP G p q  
5. In practice, for large-amplitude waves, apply a more complex design of the radiator, parts of which are 
moving in different directions. This source is modeled generator consisting of two identical rectangles, coupled 
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to the side and the perpetrators in antiphase axial oscillation. The velocity distribution of the generator is given 
by the following expression  
0 / 2 / 2 / 2u a b bu e  
/4 3/20 0 1
5 23/2 e sin cos , ,2 4
w iu abP G p q  
Table 1. 
Type of source wiA  , ,f  n  
friction 
0
34
Ni u ab  f  5 / 2  
piston 
0
3/2
1
sin2
i u ab  1  3 / 2  Rectangle 
composite 
2
0
3/2
1 sin
22
i u ab  cos / 4  5 / 2  
friction 
2
0
34 N
i u R  f  5 / 2  
Disk 
piston 
2
0
3/2
1
2sin2
i u R  1  3 / 2  
The components of the stress tensor in the laboratory system at large distances from the source ,q a b  
are of the form 
2
02 cos sin 2 cos , ,
w w
xx i i ip i A Q n p q  
2
04 cos sin sin cos , ,
w w
yy i i ip i A Q n p q  
2
04 cos cos , ,
w w
zz i i ip i A Q n p q  
, , , , , ,iQ n p q f G n p q , cos sin sin sin cos4
f  
3 2
0
1, , exp
2cossin cos
p Nn
p p p
k
G n p q dk k ik p q
p q
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0 0 1
1 23/2
sin cos sin sin cos sin , ,
42
w Nu abP G p q  
The values wmA  and , ,f  for different types of source are presented in Table 1. The analysis shows 
that the pressure, density, and the stress tensor are proportional to the square of the wave source, the geometry of 
the problem , ,f , the distance from the source q , and the universal micro scale N , which  defines 
the type of source. 
Coefficients wmA , , ,f  and the index of multipolarity n  in the expressions for the vertical 
component of force are shown in Table 1.  
The result of comparison of calculations and experimental data is resulted in fig. 2. Distributions of ampli-
tudes across beams are similar and differ fitting coefficient varies in a range from 0.6 up to 1.2. 
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Fig. 2. Distribution of vertical displacement to distance 0 8.5r cm, 0 0.1u cm/s from a source uni– and bimodal beams of periodic internal 
waves raised a horizontal disk in radius 4R cm. Line is theory, points are experiment. 
Conclusions 
We shown that general case there are the two type of flow: regular solution (internal waves) and three types 
singular a component of flow (boundary layers), and two of them have no analogue in a homogeneous liquid, 
their thickness are defined dissipative by factors (diffusion and viscosity), parameters of environment and geome-
try of a task. Domain of influence of the basic dissipation factors is defined. Near the source viscosity and diffu-
sion is basic factors. The obtained results show that it is necessary to consider influence of dissipative factors 
(viscosity, stratification, diffusion) for the analysis of bodies’ movement in the viscous stratified fluid. Also the 
obtain results can be applied to testing various numerical methods (finite differences and finite volume method) 
at the analysis moving bodies in the viscous stratified liquid. 
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